Short-term interest rate processes determine the term-structure of interest rates in an arbitrage-free market, and are central to the valuation of interest-rate derivatives. We obtain parameter estimates and compare the empirical …t of alternative one-factor continuous-time processes for the South African short-term interest rate (and hence of arbitrage-free termstructure models), using Gaussian estimation methods. We …nd support only for di¤usions where the interest rate volatility is moderately sensitive to the level of the interest rate. Other common models with restrictions that either preclude this e¤ect, or restrict it to be too high, do not …t the data. Di¤erences in the speci…cation of the drift function have no evident e¤ect on model performance.
Introduction
The short-term interest rate, and its behavior over time, is essential for the relative pricing of bonds and other interest-rate derivatives; for interest-rate risk management; and as a benchmark for measuring the cost of capital in the economy. The relationship between short-term rates (or its dynamics) and long-term rates is also an important aspect of the monetary transmission mechanism. The classic expectations hypothesis about the term-structure of interest rates remains an important and commonly used result in macro-economics and monetary policy. (Guidolin and Thornton (2008) , Fedderke and Pillay (2010) .) Generally put, it states that long-term rates are a weighted average of expected (or forecast of) short-term rates, under a zero or constant risk premium.
The expectations hypothesis is intuitively appealing, and easy to implement. However, as originally shown by Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1981) three decades ago, there are in fact at least three di¤erent formulations for the expectations hypothesis; these are mutually contradictory, except under highly restrictive conditions; and only one version, applicable only for one holding period (the "local expectations hypothesis"), is consistent with rational expectations equilibrium in continuous time. Traditional forms of the expectations hypothesis generate term structures of interest rates that may not rule out arbitrage opportunities in the bond market a highly undesirable feature given the activities of investment banks and hedge funds in international …nancial markets. The voluminous empirical evidence is also largely inconsistent with the traditional expectations hypotheses. (See for example Ang, Dong, and Piazzesi (2005) , and Guidolin and Thornton (2008) for a recent review.)
The more recent approach to modelling the term-structure of interest rates focuses on the arbitrage-free pricing of …xed-income securities.
1 Most models in the arbitrage approach were developed in a continuous-time setting, where a di¤usion is speci…ed for the evolution of the short-term interest rate, which in turn is intimately connected to the term-structure through an arbitrage argument, as further explained below. The stochastic behavior of short-term rates in these models is consistent with evidence (in for example Guidolin and Thornton (2008) ) that short rates are largely unpredictable at relatively high frequencies. The continuous-time setting, in addition to immense analytic convenience, is consistent with the high frequency of changes in market rates.
This paper provides an econometric examination of commonly used stochastic models of the short-term interest rate process. Speci…cally, we provide an empirical comparison of alternative non-linear single-factor continuous-time models for South African short-term interest-rate dynamics using Gaussian (maximum likelihood) estimation methods. We employ a discretization scheme due to Bergstrom (1983 Bergstrom ( , 1984 Bergstrom ( , 1985 Bergstrom ( , 1986 Bergstrom ( , 1990 ) and introduced to the interest rate modelling literature by Nowman (1997) .
South Africa's …xed-income market is one of the largest among emerging markets, and its government bond market is the world's sixth most liquid by turnover (Bank for International Settlements (2007), p. 45) .
2 Despite the current size and liquidity of the South African …xed income market, an econometric examination of continuous time di¤usions for the South African short-rate, or any other aspect of the arbitrage approach applied to the South African …xed income market, were hitherto inexistent, to the authors'knowledge.
Our results are consistent with Chan, Karolyi, Longsta¤ and Sanders (1992) and the subsequent literature (see for example Tse (1995) and Nowman (1997 Nowman ( , 1998 ), in …nding that the sensitivity of interest rate volatility to the level of the interest rate is the central feature in di¤erentiating continuous-time interest rate models. Among standard models for short-term interest rate dynamics, di¤usion models which allow the volatility of interest rates to be a function of the level of the interest rate (a "level e¤ect"), and restrict this sensitivity to one, provide the best empirical …t for South African data, in the period following the introduction of in ‡ation targeting.
3 For the prior period, there is only support for the Constant Elasticity of Variance di¤usion (Cox (1975) ), which does not restrict the magnitude of the level e¤ect. Other standard speci…cations provide a very poor …t with the data.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents a compact treatment of the arbitrage-free term-structure equation, and explains the relationship between short-rate models and the term-structure of interest rates. Section 3 discusses related literature. Section 4 describes the system of singlefactor continuous-time models estimated, and explains the econometric method. Section 5 describes the data, provides a brief overview of policy changes relevant to the South African …xed-income market, and presents summary statistics. Section 6 presents the empirical results for the full sample period, and two sub-samples, separated by the …rst target year after the adoption of in ‡ation targeting in South Africa. Section 7 concludes.
2 Theoretic background: the no-arbitrage termstructure equation
The central aim of the arbitrage approach to interest rate theory (simply interest rate theory, henceforth), is to explore the relationship between …xed-income securities prices in an arbitrage-free world. Arguably the most fundamental object in this framework, is the no-arbitrage term-structure of interest rates equation. Its role in interest rate theory is equivalent to that of the BlackScholes equation (Black and Scholes (1973) ) in general arbitrage theory; and its derivation is a variation on the now standard Black-Merton-Scholes arbitrage argument. (Black and Scholes (1973), Merton (1973) .) The term-structure equation summarizes the relationship that must hold between prices of bonds of di¤erent maturities in the absence of arbitrage opportunities in the …xed income market, and, by extension, arbitrage-free prices of any interest rate derivative -relative to a benchmark bond. What follows is a compact treatment of the term-structure equation and its solution. The aim of this section is to clarify how each of the continuous-time models for the short-term interest rate is intimately connected to a speci…c solution to the term-structure equation; and hence, modelling the short-rate dynamics is equivalent to modelling the term-structure of interest rates. For more complete treatments see for example the excellent expositions in Björk (1997 Björk ( , 2004 and Du¢ e (2001), on which this summary is based. Let P (t; T ) denote the price at time t of a zero-coupon bond with maturity at time T ; and terminal payo¤ normalized to 1. 4 There is a (locally) risk-free asset, with price B and dynamics
with dynamics of r (the short-rate) given by the stochastic di¤erential equation:
where W is a Brownian motion under probability measure P; and t and t are, respectively, the drift and di¤usion functions. We can regard P (t; T ) as a stochastic object with two variables, t and T: If we …x t; then P (T ; t) is the term-structure at t; if we …x T , then P (t; T ) is a scalar process, giving prices, at di¤erent points in time, of a bond with …xed maturity T . The rate r is the continually compounding rate of interest on a risk-free (i.e. deterministic dynamics) security, or bank account process.
To apply arbitrage pricing, we take the price of one particular benchmark bond as given, and determine the arbitrage-free prices of all other bonds (or interest rate derivatives) in terms of the price of the benchmark, and the assumed dynamics for r. Speci…cally, let P (t; T ) = F T (t; r), and P (t; S) = F S (t; r) where
The rest of the analysis leading to the term-structure equation is standard (see the Appendix): apply Itô's formula to obtain the dynamics of P (t; T ) and P (t; S); form a portfolio of the T -and S-bonds; and choose the portfolio weights so that the portfolio has deterministic dynamics (i.e. it is locally risk-free). In the absence of arbitrage opportunities, such a portfolio cannot earn more (nor less) than the risk-free asset. Equating the portfolio returns to the risk-free return gives the term-structure equation:
with terminal condition F T (T; r) = 1 (for zero-coupon bond pricing and the term-structure of interest rates), and where re ‡ects the risk premium in the bond market.
We now wish to emphasize the connection between the short-rate dynamics and the solution to the term-structure equation and, by extension, the pricing of bonds and interest-rate derivatives. Girsanov's theorem ensures the existence of a probability measure Q (commonly known as a martingale measure), equivalent to P; such that for any process , f W t de…ned by
is a Brownian motion under Q. 5 Technical conditions aside, from an economic viewpoint the existence of a martingale measure is equivalent to the absence of arbitrage opportunities. (Harrison and Kreps (1979) .) Let t = t ( t t t) t , and substitute 4 (in di¤erential form) into equation 2. This gives us the rdynamics under Q:
where f W is a Brownian motion under Q: The Feynman-Kaµ c stochastic representation theorem (Du¢ e (2001), p.93-94,139, 342-343; Björk (2004), p. 68-72) gives the bond price solution to the term-structure equation in probabilistic form as
where r satis…es equation 5. For more general interest rate claims, simply change the terminal condition to F T (T; r) = (r), where (r) is the contract function specifying the derivative's payo¤ at maturity. The notation used for the expectation operator in equation 6, emphasizes the dependence of the solution to the term-structure equation, obtained as a discounted expectation under a martingale measure Q, on the probability law implied by the r-dynamics. In other words, di¤erent speci…cations of the short-term interest rate dynamics will result in di¤erent solutions to the term-structure equation. This point is made explicit by equation 6.
To summarize: in interest rate theory, the price of a zero-coupon bond with normalized payo¤ of given maturity is equal to its discounted expectation (at the risk free rate) under a martingale measure, the existence of which is guaranteed by the absence of arbitrage, and which is associated with the risk premium in the bond market. (See the appendix.) This expectation solves the term-structure equation that must be satis…ed by the price of any interest rate claim in the absence of arbitrage opportunities in the …xed income market. The probability law we use to solve this expectation, if an analytic solution exists, depends on the speci…c stochastic di¤erential equation used to describe the evolution of the short-rate (a default risk-free instantaneous yield). Thus, subject to a suitable 5 The result is subject to a technical condition on the Girsanov kernel (the Novikov condition), easily satis…ed in …nance applications. See Du¢ e (2001 ( ), p.111, 337-338, Björk (2004 change of probability measure, associated with a given description of the shortrate dynamics is a speci…c arbitrage-free term-structure of interest rates. This relationship makes the choice of model for short-rate dynamics central for the arbitrage-free modelling of the term-structure, pricing of …xed income securities (interest rate derivatives in particular), and management of interest rate risk.
Which short-rate model should be used in a given application is a practical question. Empirical analysis can help us restrict the set of suitable models for a given market especially regarding the treatment of the di¤usion (volatility) term.
Related literature
Chan, Karolyi, Longsta¤ and Sanders (1992) (henceforth CKLS) is a contribution of reference to the econometric estimation of single-factor continuoustime short-rate models. They propose a general representation of continuoustime interest rate dynamics, which nests a range of standard models as special cases, and use the Euler method to obtain a discrete-time approximation of the continuous-time system. The generalized method of moments (GMM) technique (Hansen (1982) ) is then applied to obtain parameter estimates and compare the empirical …t of competing speci…cations for the United States short-term rate. Tse (1995) applies the same method to examine the short-rate processes for a group of advanced economies; Brailsford and Maheswaran (1998) apply it to Australian rates, and McManus and Watt (1999) to the Canadian termstructure.
It is now known however that, except for exceptionally large samples (in the region of over one and a half thousand observations), the linear approximation proposed in CKLS introduces a discretization bias, due to temporal aggregation, resulting in inconsistent estimators. (Melino (1994) , Baadsgaard, Nielsen, Madsen and Preisel (1996) , Yu and Phillips (2001).) To correct for the bias in the CKLS discretization, Nowman (1997) proposed an application of the method developed by Bergstrom (1983 Bergstrom ( , 1984 Bergstrom ( , 1985 Bergstrom ( , 1986 Bergstrom ( , 1990 , whereby an exact discrete-time model is used as the basis for Gaussian estimation of the parameters of a continuous-time model -taking into account the restrictions on the distribution of the discrete-time data implied by the continuous-time model. The general speci…cation in CKLS allows for nonconstant volatility, which impedes direct application of Bergstrom's method. As a solution, Nowman (1997) assumed that the volatility of the interest rate process changes at the beginning of each unit observation period, but stays constant over the unit interval. The associated approximation produces a conditional Gaussian distribution for the short-rate, from a non-Gaussian process. The parameters can be estimated by maximum likelihood. Yu and Phillips (2001) develop an alternative approach to forming a discretetime model of continuous-time short-rate models, with Gaussian errors. Their contribution stems largely from the alternative estimation of the drift parameters, since the method relies on the Nowman (1997) method to estimate the di¤usion terms. From an applications viewpoint however, the main bene…t of econometric estimation of continuous-time processes is the estimation of the di¤usion parameters. Estimates of drift parameters, obtained through application of statistical methods to real-world data, can only be used for bond and derivative pricing if the bond market risk premium is known, since we are characterizing the short-rate dynamics under the data-generating measure; but solve the arbitrage-free term-structure equation using the short-rate probability law under a risk-neutral measure.
6 Lastly, the method, which involves a time-transformation requiring unequally spaced observations, would run into implementation di¢ culties in South Africa's relatively high interest rate environment, due to the need to sample the process more frequently when interest rates are high.
4 Short-rate models and econometric method 4.1 Continuous-time short-rate models Consider the following stochastic di¤erential equation for the dynamics of the short-rate,
where r t is a stochastic interest rate process, W t is a standard Brownian, and , , and are unknown structural parameters. 7 In this speci…cation the interest rate reverts to its unconditional mean -, and is the speed of reversion to the mean. Notice that both the drift and the conditional variance of the process are functions of the level of the interest rate. The parameter measures the sensitivity of the variance to the level of the interest rate. Table 1 presents a list of standard continuous-time interest rate models, in the order used in CKLS (with an increasing level e¤ect). Each of the di¤u-sion models in the second column can be obtained from equation 7 by imposing appropriate restrictions on parameters , and (none of the models impose restrictions on ). The associated restrictions are shown in the last three columns of Table 1 . The …rst model is a simple "arithmetic" Brownian motion with a constant drift parameter , used by Merton (1973) to obtain no-arbitrage prices of zero-coupon bonds. It is analytically a very simple model, but the interest rate can be negative, and both the drift and volatility of interest rates are constant. The Vasicek (1977) , CIR (1985) and Brennan and Schwartz (1980) models permit mean-reversion in the interest rate process -i.e. higher (resp., lower) short-rates leading to lower (higher) drift. Vasicek (1977) is an OrnsteinUhlenbeck process, with the short-rate as an auto-regressive process of order 1; CIR (1985) implies a non-central 2 distribution for interest rate changes.
The Dothan (1978) and CIR (1980) speci…cations imply no drift in the interest rate process. GBM is the process used in Black and Scholes (1973) , and widely applied to price simple stock options. It implies a log-normal distribution for interest rates. These are commonly used single factor models for continuous-time shortrate dynamics. Perhaps the most noteworthy di¤erence between the alternative speci…cations concerns the modelling of volatility. This is of practical importance because short-rate volatility is a crucial input for the management of interest rate risk. The …rst two models, Merton (1973) and Vasicek (1977) , treat volatility as constant. As we move down the list, short-rate volatility becomes increasingly sensitive to the level of the interest rate. The constant elasticity of variance model (Cox (1975) ), henceforth CEV, does not restrict the magnitude of this sensitivity.
The Bergstrom-Nowman Gaussian method
The stochastic integral for equation 7 is
Suppose we …x the volatility of the short-rate at the beginning of the unit observation period, so that, over [ ; + 1), r t has dynamics
where t < + 1. The stochastic integral is given by Bergstrom (1984) gives the corresponding exact discrete model as r t = e r t 1 + e 1 + t ; (t = 1; 2; :::; T )
with conditional distribution t j F t 1 s N 0; m 2 t , where
The Bergstrom-Nowman method is applied to equation 11. Let denote the parameter vector = ; ; ; 2 : Given the distribution of t , the log-likelihood function for 11 is given by
where T is the total number of observations. The estimates of the model parameters are found as b = arg max fL ( )g :
For comparison, we also obtain Gaussian estimates using the CKLS discrete approximation of equation 7, given by:
where
5 Data, policy environment and descriptive statistics
Data and policy environment
The short-rate process used in no-arbitrage interest rate theory is an abstract object, denoting an instantaneous rate that has no direct empirical equivalent. The natural approach is to use default-risk free …xed income contracts with the lowest maturity available. This is normally the overnight rate. However, the determinants of the overnight rate can di¤er from the forces that drive longer rates. Hence, the overnight rate can be insu¢ ciently closely correlated with other …xed-income market rates. In single-factor models, in contrast, yields for bonds of di¤erent maturities are perfectly correlated. This is a common assumption, though not strictly accurate, in bond risk management; and a valid assumption when pricing derivatives subject to one source of risk. (See, for example, James and Webber (2000) .) The widely used alternatives in empirical research are one-and three-month Treasury bill rates. For example, CKLS use one-month bills; Tse (1995 ), Brenner, Harjes and Kroner (1996 ), and McManus and Watt (1999 , use three-month bills.
We use the rate on the South African three-month (91 days) Treasury bill, which is commonly used as a market-determined proxy for the domestic shortterm risk-free rate (e.g., Fedderke and Pillay (2010) , Hassan and Van Biljon (2010) ), obtained from the South African Reserve Bank. The data are weekly, taken on the Monday of each week, covering the period from the 18th of June 1984, to the 18th of July 2011, giving a total of 1322 observations. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the level of the Treasury bill rate over the 1984-2011 period; Figure 2 shows the evolution of short-term changes in the three-month interest rate over the same period. : 1984 -2011 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 : 1984 -2011 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 We start the sample in the mid-1980s due to the number of policy changes and extent of Government intervention in the interest rate market until then.
The prevailing regime between 1957 and the early 1980s was a liquid asset ratiobased system with quantitative controls on interest rates and credit. This was gradually reformed toward a cash reserves-based system. Pre-announced, ‡exi-ble monetary target ranges were used from 1986, with the main policy emphasis on the central bank's discount rate in in ‡uencing the cost of overnight collateralized lending and hence market interest rates (Aron and Muellbauer (2001) ). In addition, recent research indicates that South Africa's capital controls permitted the South African Reserve Bank to target domestic interest rates through interventions in the foreign exchange market (Schaling (2009)). The monetary authorities only began adopting a more market-oriented policy environment in the late 1970s (Farrell and Todani (2004) ). Lastly, and arguably at least partly as a result of previous policy, there was virtually no active secondary market for trading in government securities in South Africa until 1982 (McLeod (1990 ).
The exceptionally high interest rate volatility in the mid to late 1980s re‡ects the country's political instability during the pre-1994 political dispensation. The level and magnitude of up and down movements in the interest rate decrease gradually from the late 1990s. In 2000, the South African monetary authorities adopted in ‡ation targeting as policy, with 2002 as the …rst target year. This policy intervention may a¤ect short-term interest rate dynamics and indicates a natural sample split. We present results for the full sample period; and separately for the periods before and after in ‡ation targeting. Table 2 shows the summary statistics for the full sample period, and the two sub-samples. It shows the means, standard deviations and autocorrelations of the South African three-month Treasury bill rate, and the …rst di¤erences for the same series. The variable r(t) denotes the level of the interest rate, and r(t) is the weekly change in r. T represents the number of observations used; SD is the standard deviation; j denotes the autocorrelation coe¢ cient of order j; ADF denotes the Dickey-Fuller-Saïd (Saïd and Dickey (1984) ) unit root statistic, or Augmented Dickey-Fuller, with a …ve percent critical value of -2.860. The in ‡ation targeting period is associated with a much lower average level, and lower volatility of the Treasury bill rate. The average rate of interest on three-month bills reduced from 13.7 to 8.4 percent; its standard deviation reduced from 3.4 to 2 percent. The autocorrelations of the level variable fall o¤ slowly, whilst the autocorrelations of the …rst di¤erences are small and neither systematically positive nor negative. This indicates the presence of a unit root, con…rmed by the ADF statistic which fails to reject the null hypothesis of a unit root at the 5 percent level of signi…cance.
Descriptive statistics

Results
We present the Gaussian estimation results from the unrestricted model and the eight nested term-structure models obtained after imposing the appropriate restrictions on the general model. We contrast the …t of the di¤erent models to the unrestricted model by comparing the maximized Gaussian likelihood function values, and performing likelihood ratio tests. Each table shows the Gaussian coe¢ cient estimates; their standard errors; maximized log likelihoods for the unrestricted and eight nested models; and the likelihood ratio tests comparing the nested models with the unrestricted model. Table 3 reports the results using the entire series. Based on the maximized Gaussian likelihood values, compared with that of the unrestricted model, the CEV model performs best, followed by the CIR (1985), Brennan-Schwartz, GBM and Dothan models. All the best performing models include a coef…cient greater than zero -indeed, equal to or greater than one, except for the CIR (1985) model. This …nding suggests that the conditional volatility is dependent on the level of the interest rate -a "level e¤ect". However, using the 2 likelihood ratio test under the null hypothesis that the nested model restrictions are valid, we can reject the Merton, Vasicek, CIR (1985) , Dothan, GBM, Brennan-Schwartz and CIR (1980) models. We only fail to reject the CEV model.
Results for the full period
Both the unrestricted and CEV models estimate at 0.743, and the estimates are statistically signi…cant. There is no clear evidence of a linear trend: in all models, estimates of are very close to zero, negative for Merton and Brennan-Schwartz, positive for the others. There is only weak evidence of meanreversion: most models produce negative estimates of , but these are very close to zero (we expect > 0, < 0). The parameters and are not statistically signi…cant in the unrestricted model.
Interestingly, observe that the asymptotic bias resulting from the CKLS approximation is very small. The estimates are almost identical under the CKLS and Bergstrom-Nowman approaches. 
Results for the period prior to in ‡ation targeting
The results are qualitatively very similar for the sample period prior to in ‡ation targeting (865 observations, from 18 June 1984 to 28 January 2002), which represents two-thirds of the full sample. We …nd the same pattern of results, with a marginally lower level e¤ect ( = 0:71 for the unrestricted model), and the CEV model o¤ering the best …t with the data by a wide margin. 
Results for the period under in ‡ation targeting
The results, shown in Table 5 , change substantially for the period after the adoption of in ‡ation targeting (457 observations, from 4 February 2002 to 18 July 2011). Comparing the maximized Gaussian log likelihood values of the nested models to the same value for the unrestricted model, the Brennan-Schwartz model performs best, followed very closely by the CEV model, the Geometric Brownian Motion used by Black and Scholes (1976) , and the Dothan model. The di¤erences in log likelihoods between these four models are practically zero; and they all perform well. The 2 likelihood ratio tests con…rm this. Under the null hypothesis that the nested model restrictions imposed are valid, we now fail to reject the same group of four models, with statistical rejection of the Merton, Vasicek, CIR (1985) and CIR (1980) models. What the four best performing models have in common is the form of the di¤usion function. The Brennan-Schwartz, GBM and Dothan models restrict to one. And the CEV model produces an estimate of the parameter of 0.9925 for the period. (The unrestricted model estimates at 0.9932, and both these estimates are statistically signi…cant.) 8 The worst performing models, namely Merton and Vasicek, restrict to zero (i.e., no level e¤ect). The CIR (1985) model implies a low volatility-on-level e¤ect ( = 0:5), and performs slighly better than the latter two. The CIR (1980) restricts to 1.5, implying a higher sensitivity of volatility to level than any of the other models with a restriction on . Although it performs better than Merton, Vasicek, and CIR (1985) , it is also statistically rejected.
The …ndings are strongly indicative of a level e¤ect for South Africa: the conditional volatility is dependent on the level of the interest rate, with a coe¢ cient approximately equal to one. This is a higher level of dependence (of interest rate conditional volatility on the interest rate level) than that found for the period prior to in ‡ation targeting. The estimates of the same parameter for a set of advanced economies in Tse (1995) , range from -0.36 to 1.73 (obtained using the Generalised Method of Moments), with "medium sensitivity" cases (de…ned somewhat arbitrarily) between 0 and 1.5. So, compared to the international evidence in Tse (1995) , the sensitivity of interest rate volatility to its level for South Africa falls neatly within the medium sensitivity category. The next table contrasts unrestricted estimates of for di¤erent countries, obtained through maximum likelihood, and therefore more directly comparable. The likelihood estimates of vary from 0.28 for the United Kingdom, to 2.83 for France. Our …ndings for South Africa for the sub-sample under in ‡ation targeting are closest to Nowman's (1998) …ndings for Japan, using the same estimation methods both in terms of valid models, and the nearly identical estimate of :
There is no signi…cant evidence of mean reversion. Most models produce negative estimates of the coe¢ cient, but these are extremely close to zero. The same applies to . The and parameters are not statistically signi…cant in the unrestricted model. Lastly, observe that, again, the asymptotic bias resulting from the CKLS approximation is extremely small, and the estimates are almost identical for the CKLS approximation and the discrete model used by Nowman.
Discussion
The …ndings on the drift function parameters are consistent with the fact that the four best performing models have totally di¤erent implications regarding the drift function: Dothan has no drift; GBM and CEV imply constant proportional changes and no mean-reversion; while the Brennan-Schwartz implies reversion to the mean.
The weak evidence of mean reversion, and the associated observation that the best performing models have very di¤erent drift functions, is in a sense favourable. Estimates of the drift parameters under the objective probability measure (i.e., obtained through statistical analysis of market data) cannot be used directly for pricing -we need a valid estimate of the risk premium in the bond market. (This does not apply to the di¤usion parameters however see section 2.) Finding that di¤erences in the speci…cation of the drift function have little impact on model performance is therefore convenient. Second, as observed by CKLS, mean reverting drift functions tend to make term structure models more complex to handle in no-arbitrage analysis. Our …ndings suggest that, for South Africa, as found for the United States by CKLS, models with simple speci…cations of the drift function may still perform reasonably well, even if somewhat naïve, provided that the speci…cation of the di¤usion function is a realistic re ‡ection of the relationship between interest rate volatility and the level of the interest rate. This relationship is clearly a central feature of short-rate dynamics, in South Africa and elsewhere.
Conclusion
Di¤usion models which allow the conditional interest rate volatility to be moderately dependent on the interest rate level provide the best empirical …t for South African data. The constant elasticity of variance model, which imposes no quantitative restrictions on the sensitivity of interest rate volatility to the interest rate level, is the only model that …ts the data in both sub-samples. Over the more recent sub-sample, after the adoption of in ‡ation targeting, we …nd support for three well-known models where the magnitude of this sensitivity equals one, and for the constant elasticity of variance model, which estimates it at approximately one a moderate level-e¤ect, compared to available international evidence. We …nd no statistically signi…cant evidence of a mean-reversion e¤ect or a linear trend, at the weekly frequency.
Our …ndings are of practical use for the valuation of short-dated interest-rate derivatives, in applications where assuming that one factor, namely the shortrate, is the only state variable determining the current yield curve, is not exceedingly simplistic, and can be justi…ed by practical implementation concerns. Of course, this will not be the case in many applications, and investigating multi-factor models for the South African term-structure is a natural extension of the present contribution. Our results will be relevant for any multi-factor model of the term-structure with embedded assumptions about the stochastic behavior of the South African short-rate.
The no arbitrage approach to interest rate modelling, which is now standard in mathematical …nance and modern …nancial economics, was developed largely separately from monetary and macro-economics. Advances incorporating no-arbitrage restrictions in monetary policy models, or enriching arbitragefree models with explicit treatments of monetary policy, are a very promising and challenging area for future research. 
Appendix
This derivation is standard, and follows Björk (2004) , and Demange and Rochet (2005) closely. It is included in an attempt to keep the paper relatively selfcontained. Applying Itô's formula to F T gives: 
where r is the Dynkin of r; given dr t = t dt + t dW t ; applied to F S : Consider a portfolio of the T -and S-bonds, with weights ( T ; S ) ; and associated dynamics:
or dV V = T (e T dt + e T dW ) + S (e S dt + e S dW ) ;
where e T = T F T ; and e T = T F T : Re-arranging, dV V = ( T e T + S e S ) dt + ( T e T + S e S ) dW:
The portfolio will have deterministic dynamics (i.e. no stochastic term) if T e T + S e S = 0: Hence choose ( T ; S ) as T =
e S e S e T ; and set S = 1 T = e T e T e S : Now substitute back into dV V ; to …nd dV V = e S e T e T e S e T e S dt;
which has no stochastic term. Hence we constructed a risk-free portfolio (i.e. a portfolio with deterministic dynamics). No-arbitrage equilibrium then requires that the portfolio earns the risk-free rate, dV V = rdt; or (e S e T e T e S ) = (e T e S ) = r which, upon re-arranging, implies (e S r) =e S = (e T r) =e T = i.e., all bonds, of all maturities, will command the same ratio of excess return (relative to the risk-free rate) to volatility in equilibrium. This ratio represents the risk premium in the bond market, which determines the martingale measure formally, through the Girsanov kernel. Re-arranging gives 
where r is the Dynkin of r; for r given by dr t = ( t t t ) dt + t dW t : This is the no-arbitrage term-structure equation. When solved for zero-coupon bonds, it gives us a no-arbitrage yield curve, associated with a given short-rate dynamics. Arbitrage-free prices of other interest rate derivatives are obtained by specifying the terminal condition, on F T (T; r); to re ‡ect the derivative's payo¤ at maturity.
